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My Darling 
      How I long for some news about you.  The mails are delayed again by the terrible snow 
storms & so your letters are kept back worse than usual.  I so hope that something will get here 
on tomorrow mornings mail & tell me whether you are better of worse.  O my poor Darling has 
the thing grown worse & are you in pain & suffering all the time?  You didn’t sleep any on 
Thursday night & that is almost a week ago.  It must be better now.  But they are refractory 
things.  Dearest if I could only do something to help you.  If [I] only knew how you are_  This 
distance is bad enough when all is well but it is dreadful when things trouble you.  Let me tell 
you something to cheer you up for it is good news for me & that will help my Darling I know.  
One of our bills[,] the bill for forty thousand dollars[,] has passed both houses[,] passed the 
Senate yesterday 34 – to 6 and now every thing is straight up to Oct 1886.  The work is now 
over the bill for an annual endowment of $2600 & a lot of special endowment for new 
buildings.  There is being a big fight over this latter bill & we are not at all sure how things will 
go but feel hopeful very hopeful.  We have had a strong majority in both houses on the first bill 
& tho we shant have so many votes for the second we can spare a good many you see.  Dr 
Smart is in Indianapolis most of the time now working things & he is a splendid wire puller & 
has always been known as the first man in educational matters in this state for a long time & 
has led the legislature around by the nose several times.  If he gets all the money he asks for we 
shall have a boom here & I am going to strike for [$]1500 next year to pay up for my short pay 
this year_  And then darling you will soon have me after you to set the day and not put it too 
dreadfully far away either_  I send you that proof I spoke of.  Please write me how it strikes you 
in contrast with the other when your poor dear finger is well & you make me happy by writing 
again_  I didn’t get a chance to compare them side by side & didn’t see the finished one long 
enough to retain the most vivid recollection of its details but as I remember it it is not very 
unlike this except for the toning there.  There is a considerable difference I believe, and of 
course the burnishing & framing make some difference.  When you wrote about having to leave 
the picture when you went to New Orleans I so wished you had this proof & came near sending 
it as it was but I thought it best not to do so_  You must be sure & let me know what you think 
of this my own & please take care of it if you  don’t think it good for any thing because I want to 
save it_  It will not fade you nor be afraid to expose it to the light_  I wish I had a good one of 
you_  Next Summer I am going to take you to a photographer & see if I can’t pose you & get a 
picture.  But I can’t ever I know get a picture of your face & shall have to wait in impatience till I 
can have the original to look at all the time.  You never yet have said whether you think I am in 
any degree excusable for staring so much at you last summer so I am afraid that you think that I 
was then inexcusable but you cant think so now after all this privation.  You won’t be so cruel as 
to prohibit me from looking at you all I want to next Summer__  I send also a table that was 
prepared by Professor Huston to exhibit at the February meeting of the Purdue Scientif. Assoc_ 
at its last nights meeting.  It is to show graphically the thermometer readings for each day of 
Jan 1883—4-5 at this place_  The blue lines across the middle of the page, are the thermometer 
lines.  The upper one shows the maximum temp for any day[,] the lowest the minimum & the 
middle one the mean temperature for the same day.  The horizontal lines indicate degrees[,] 



the vertical days of the month & so on any day as Jan 22 85 you find the minimum temp -33° & 
the max for the same day +9° and on the 24th you find the max +33°[,] a very great change in a 
short time.  The other marks are for barometer readings & rain & snow & I will explain these 
parts in the Summer & show how by the barometer the temperature & the storms can be 
forecast or how far they can be forecast_  I think you will be principally interested to see what 
tremendous changes of temperature we have here in the winter & I think you will be able to 
understand the thing after examining it a little.  One thing you see in Jan 85 the temperature 
fell every day below zero at some time during the twenty four hours for one whole week_  It 
started at +68° & fell as low as  -33[,] a difference during the month you see of 91°.  I never saw 
any thing like it.  One cold spell I bought a suit of heavy flannel under clothes thinking I should 
need them if things go this way_  I can not or have never been able to wear woolen clothes next 
my skin but I thought that these as they were soft would be very comfortable in this cold 
weather.  I put them on one cold morning[,] before noon it was thawing and I was in torture so 
warm & one terrible itch from my neck to my ankle.  I got to my room at noon & put on the 
muslin under clothes & got some comfort out of them & now I am so glad I only got one suit & 
not two as I at first expected to do.  I astonished a store clerk the other day by asking for muslin 
drawers.  He looked at me & shivered[,] the thermometer said -10 & he thought I was crazy but 
I assured him that it was all straight.  I have only been really very cold once or twice this winter 
& that has been in my room here tho we have had some really cold weather.  We have had 
another snow storm today and the cry is still they come.  I am glad & hope the snow will hang 
on till April but it wont.  We shall soon have warm weather & a most terrible freshet in the 
river.  You neednt fear my being in danger when the river rises & the floods come for we are far 
from the edge of the bluff & the water never rises above the bluff_ — 
         Miss Elder has gone for a visit to Indianapolis[,] her home[,] & so Miss Weed & I are 
alone.  I spent a couple of hours in her room this evening & we had a very cozy & pleasant time.  
First I [mounted] photographs she bought recently to illustrate a paper she is getting up on 
Raphael & she read from Thackerays Round about Papers but we didn’t read all the time but 
digressed to talk.  Then after I had mounted all the pictures[,] I read & we had some more 
conversation.  I hadn’t been up there before for over a week except last saturday night when I 
was invited there to meet Prof Smith & his wife socially.  If it were not for the talk it would be 
very much easier for me to get along when I get so lonely by going there & I do when I get 
worst & Miss Elder or Miss Weed read to me or I read or we play cards and then I kill the time.  I 
haven’t been “off” lately[,] not since that Saturday night but dont think it is any easier or that I 
have gotten over my longings for they are terrible & now that you are down again they are 
worse than ever_  I don’t see how things could be made harder for us.  Every thing that 
happens happens against us but Darling I have your love & I don’t care if the luck is against us 
now.  If we only hold out we shall see brighter days & we shall hold out there is not doubt of 
that & O when these hundred things that hinder are gone shall we not be perfectly happy[?]  
Happy we are now but then perfectly happy.  O Darling can you take all the love I send?  Yes 
you are as insatiate as I.  Goodbye my own Effie[,] My own Effie[,] from your own true love 
Harry___ 


